Seeking Expressions of Interest
‘Fixing the Zippers – A Biological Approach to Rehydration’
q Have you got eroded gully heads?
q Do you run cattle?
q Are you interested in using your stock to fix your gully heads?
If you answered yes to these questions, then you may be interested in our new project; ‘Fixing the
zippers – a biological approach to rehydration’.
We are currently looking for expressions of interest from up to eight pastoralists from across the
Southern Rangelands who are keen to join us on this journey. The project will protect and enhance
soil, water and ecosystem resilience, whilst providing you with a low-cost option for future
remediation works, and is another tool to add to the collection in rehydration works.
Who’s involved?
The program is run by Rangelands WA supported with funding from the Australian Government’s
National Landcare Program through a Smart Farms Small Grant.
We will be working with renowned technical specialists Dr Hugh Pringle, soil conservationist, and
Bruce Maynard, animal behavioural expert, to guide us through this process.
What’s involved?
The program entails attracting mobs of animals to an eroded gully head and keeping them there for
a short period of time using a treat such as hay. In that time, they will trample and fertilise the area
before allowing nature to do the rest.
How much time will it take?
The project will run for 18 months and in that time participating landholders will have access to onground advice from Hugh Pringle, video conferencing on the methods and advice on how to
integrate these works with existing plans such as ESRM and EMUTM
What’s the cost?
The project is fully funded with each pastoralist to receive funding through the program to
remediate two sites each. The funding will cover the cost of purchasing and transporting the hay to
site. Expert advice from Hugh Pringle and Bruce Maynard is also included.
If you are interested in finding out more, or in participating in the program, please contact Sarah
Jeffery on 0427 626 222 or sarahj@rangelandswa.com.au by Monday 13 July.
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